providing an issue-based alternative for those interested in hearing more details about George W. Bush's tax cut proposals or social security lock boxes by Al Gore, with only one-third of PBS's coverage devoted to the horse race. The networks' emphasis on the horse race was evident throughout the general election campaign, although this coverage surged during the closing stage, becoming the subject of eight out of ten stories in the week before polling day. Moreover, as Figure 1 shows, the majority of national opinion polls published during the campaign reported a close race, usually with a slight edge for Bush other than the postconvention Gore bump, although too close to call within the conventional margin of error. Some indicators proved more erratic, however, notably the CNN/USA Today/Gallup tracking survey, which became known among the press as the Nasdaq poll because of its daily fluctuations.Another serious complication was that in many major states, the margin appeared to close in the final stages, so that national polls became an even less reliable guide to the outcome across the country.
Was there excessive coverage of the horse race? News judgments can differ, but for most journalists and broadcasters, and indeed for most active participants and for the American public, given peace and prosperity, with America fat and happy, the excitement of the race was probably fueled in large part by the anticipated closeness of the outcome. The acid test of the accuracy of any public opinion surveys is the closeness of the final published polls to the result. We can Table 1 , show that all the estimates of the popular vote proved to be within the final margin of error, in a race that was too close to call, with voters divided 48 to 48 percent. Although some may believe that the news emphasis on the horse race was excessive, it was probably justified by public interest generated by the wafer-thin margin on election day. The campaign opinion polls generally held up as well as could be expected given the tightness of the race, although in this situation they proved unable to predict the winner. believed that the outcome was already cut and dried. This probably affected only a few Floridians, although, given the closeness of the eventual outcome, every vote counted. The second issue-calling the results from states on the East Coast before the polls have closed in the West-is nothing new to the presidential election. The most famous example is President Jimmy Carter's concession to Ronald Reagan in 1980 prior to the close of polls in California, thereby, it is argued, depressing electoral support for some Democratic House members in that state. But Republicans believe that the early call in Florida discouraged Californian Republicans from voting, for example, on their way home from work. Yet,studies remain divided about the effects of early network calls.On one hand, some argue that there is a modest "bandwagon" effect, with undecided voters moving toward the candidate ahead in the polls.On the other hand,some suggest an "underdog" effect, with polls slightly strengthening the motivation and turnout of those supporting the losing candidate. Given the lack of convincing evidence either way, a case can be made that both possible effects may cancel each other out.
Problems of Early Calls

Problems of Accuracy
The problems of early calls would have constituted one of the perennial column fillers beloved by pollsters, pundits, and scholars, a minor matter for internal debate within pages of Campaigns and Elections or Public Opinion Quarterly, or indeed the Harvard International Journal of Press/Politics, rather than a matter of broader public concern, were it not for the third problem compounding the above: the accuracy of the network projections. Although there have been occasional notable problems, such as the 1992 election night surveys in Great Britain and the New Hampshire Senate election in 1996, exit polls normally have many advantages over conventional preelection opinion polls. The fact that people are selected at random as they leave the polling station means that there is no need to filter out the nonvoters. The fact that voters are asked to state whom they voted for just minutes after casting their ballot should make this an accurate process, without the problems of post hoc recall.The fact that the overall sample of voters is exceptionally large (13,279 exiting 300 polling places in this contest, although reduced by one-fifth from 1992 and 1996) should increase confidence in the reliability of the results. The critical key to an accurate exit poll lies in (i) the selection of a representative structured random sample of precincts and (ii) the selection of a random sample of voters leaving these polling places, as well as accurate projection models and arithmetic tallying the results correctly without human or mechanical error. There are a number of safeguards built into the process. If the exit poll projection remains too close to call in any state, with a vote lead within a 3 percent margin of error, then networks usually delay calling the state until further election results are called in from a representative sample of precincts within each state. If the sample of precincts produces an estimated vote lead that also remains too close to call, then the networks usually wait until 99 to 100 percent of counties report. So what went wrong this time? As is well known,election night caused a roller coaster of emotions, with everyone reaching for the antacid, not just the professional pollsters. Shortly after the networks awarded Florida to Gore, Bush chief strategist Karl Rove went on air to dispute the numbers. The doors of the governor's mansion were opened to the television cameras, and Bush broadcast a brief interview, stating that it was too early for the networks to call Florida. Then, VNS warned the networks about problems with their results, in particular that their models had given too much weight to Democratic votes in some districts in south Florida. The pollsters had based their selection of forty-five Florida precincts based on past voting behavior, not taking into account more recent demographic shifts. There was a problem with their over-Democratic sample in the Tampa area, and therer were data-processing errors in Jacksonville. At 9:55 P.M. EST,CNN placed Florida back into the undecided category,and all the other networks followed by 10:20 P.M. Bush also started to pick up many of the smaller states in the Midwest and the West that have long been Republican, making headway in the Electoral College vote. After midnight, VNS delivered another update to the networks, indicating that with 98 to 99 percent of the precincts counted, Bush led in Florida by some 29,000 votes. Based on analyzing these data, at 2:16 A.M. John Ellis, Bush's first cousin, who headed Fox News' election desk, called the state-and thus the presidency-for Bush, and all other networks followed suit shortly after. VNS had not made the call directly, although their data were used in the calculations made by Fox. Newspapers prepared their infamous "Bush Wins" headlines, and the projection followed across news Web sites. On ABC, Peter Jennings voiced some health warnings, asking Sam Donaldson and George Stephanopoulos to comment whether they had any reason to doubt the projected result, but, isolated in the studio, neither did. As is well known, a few moments later, at 2:30 A.M., based on the network projection, Gore made his first phone call to Bush, conceding the race. In his motorcade driving toward the planned concession speech at Nashville's War Memorial, Bill Daley, Gore's campaign manager, learned that Bush's lead in Florida had shrunk to 600 votes, and Gore made his second phone call to Bush, at 3:42 A.M., withdrawing his earlier concession. By 4 A.M., as Daley announced that Gore's campaign continued before cheering supporters in Nashville and as the Florida recount was automatically triggered by the margin of the vote, CNN anchors reversed themselves for a second time,putting Florida back into the "too close to call" category. The following morning, New Mexico followed suit. The outcome of the network projection was to produce a surge of emotions in the heightened partisan atmosphere of election night and next morning, as first the Gore camp, and then the Bush camp, thought that victory was within its grasp. At this stage, with hindsight, we can only speculate about some of the consequences of the media's coverage of this process, but it is possible that if Florida had remained all night in the "too close to call" category, then perhaps some of the bitterness and heat of the immediate aftermath of pregnant chads and butterfly ballots could have been avoided.
What Is To Be Done?
Beyond the inevitable mea culpa hair shirts by the networks and the hand wringing by market research companies, there are a number of options about opinion polls that can be considered, from the most radical to the most practical.
First, as in France, one possible option would be a comprehensive ban on the publication of all opinion polls reporting voting intentions during the last part of the general election campaign. Given the First Amendment, however, this proposal would never get through the courts, and anyway, in the public interest, such a proposal would have doubtful merit. Opinion polls provide invaluable information for strategic or tactical voters wishing to decide between two candidates, such as whether to vote for Nader or Gore against a third candidate such as Bush. Moreover, even if desirable, given the explosion of information now leaking on Internet news outlets, it is highly doubtful whether any legal ban on opinion poll publication could ever work in practice.
Another solution that is being discussed would be to change the opening and closing times of polling stations so that they are uniform across the entire continental United States, for example, from 5 A.M. to 9 P.M. on the West Coast and 8 A.M. to midnight in the East. The advantages would be that the length of time that people could vote would be identical everywhere, an important consideration given the idiosyncrasies of the current arrangement. Given concerns about low turnout, it seems highly inappropriate that, at present, some polling stations close in the early evening, well before many people have left work. In many other democracies, elections are held over a weekend, or polling day is declared a national holiday, in order to maximize opportunities for participation. The disadvantage of this proposal is that it would probably only pass as part of a much larger and more complex package of reforms in the administration of the electoral process, which standardized many procures [AUTHOR: WHAT IS MEANT BY "PROCURES"?] under an agency, such a revised Federal Election Commission, and removed state control over many aspects of the process.[AUTHOR: THE SWITCH TO PAST TENSE IS CONFUSING.
WHAT IS MEANT HERE?]
A more limited proposal would be to agree to a revised voluntary arrangement among the networks to ban early calls for states until 100 percent of the polling stations in those states have closed.Stricter implementation of this agreement would help, but again the role of a wide range of Internet publication outlets complicates such a gentleman's agreement. Any number of phone calls that swirl around polling day once the exit polls are usually released to journalists in the early afternoon make it extremely difficult to close down all publication outlets.
The most practical suggestion would be to make sure that the networks and major newspapers have more than one exit poll to base their projections on. This was the practice until 1988, after which the networks and the Associated Press pooled resources on the grounds of economy, saving an estimated $10 million in the latest contest. The only other exit poll is conducted by the Los Angeles Times based on a more limited sample. If the consortium is broken up, as seems likely, then there will be alternative,independent estimates to compare in close races.
Finally, there are obvious lessons for reporting opinion polls and exit polls. In particular, anchors should give greater attention to the health warnings surrounding their coverage, explaining with subtitles the meaning of "margin of error" and the fact that states are being called based on estimates, not final results.Moreover,as has been repeatedly emphasized by all survey analysts,news coverage should give priority to the great strengths of opinion polls: explaining the demographic characteristics and political attitudes of voters rather than simply the vote projections. As shown by Table 2 , the pattern by group shows the breakdown of the vote for each candidate, including the pattern of the gender gap and differences by race and ethnicity, partisanship, ideology, and previous vote. By explaining the underlying reasons that people supported Gore and Bush, including the public's policy priorities, issue preferences, and candidate evaluations, opinion polls can play an invaluable role in electoral commentary. Polls are flawed for all the reasons previously discussed. But as part of the democratic process, for information about the mandate behind the outcome, there is no substitute beyond returning to runes and chicken entrails.
